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Abstract 
Konieczna, U., Asymptotic normality of subcubes in random subgraphs of the n-cube, Discrete 
Mathematics 121 (1993) 117-122. 
We consider two types of random subgraphs of the n-cube. For these models we study the 
asymptotic behaviour of the number of d-cubes when d = 1,2, 
1. Introduction 
The n-cube Q, is the graph with 2” vertices labelled by sequences (ai, . . . . a,), 
a+{O, 13 and n2”- ’ edges between vertices differing in exactly one coordinate. 
In our paper we consider two types of subgraphs of the n-cube: induced subgraphs 
and spanning subgraphs. 
Choosing vertices of Qn at random and independently of each other with the same 
probability pV, we obtain a random induced subgraph f: Choosing edges of Qn at 
random and independently of each other with the same probability pe we obtain 
a random spanning subgraph y. In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behaviour 
of the random variables S,(f) and Sd(g), equal to the number of d-cubes that are 
subgraphs of ,f and g, respectively. 
Weber showed in his paper [S] that these random variables have, asymptotically, 
Poisson and normal distributions, for some values of probability pV and pe. We are 
going to extend the interval of probabilities pe and pv in which Sd(g) and S,(f) 
converge in distribution to the normal distribution when n-tm. 
We use the method of moments. 
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Let lEXk and IEX: denote the kth moments of random variables X and X,, 
respectively, for k= 1,2,3, . . . The lim,, o. [EX: = EXk for every k implies that 
x,&x. 
If X is a random variable with a standard normal distribution then 
0 if k is odd, 
EXk= k! 
(k,‘2)!2k’2 
if k is even. 
Let N(0, 1) denote the random variable with the standard normal distribution; [EX, the 
expectation of the random variable X; Var X, the variance of X, and let 
x”=(X-EX)/+% M oreover, let & = fE(X - fEX)k be the kth central moment of 
the random variable X. Finally let e(G) be the number of edges in the graph G, and ) Gj 
the number of vertices in G. 
2. Main results 
Let S,(g) = Sd and pe =p. 
Theorem 2.1. s”,-% N(O,l) ifand only ifrrd2”pdzd~‘-+~ and n2”(1 -p)-+m. 
Proof. The proof is inspired by the way Rucinski applied the method of moments 
in [2]. 
We have to prove 
(2k) ! 
p2kND & and ~2k+1=~(~~+112) for all k=1,2,.. 
Then 
0 
i . 
if k is odd, 
lim @= kt 
n+m 
(k/2)! 2k’2 
if k is even, 
At first we calculate [ESd and Var Sd = 12. Let Sd be the family of all d-cubes in Q, and 
for %gSd we denote 
1 if x is a d-cube in q, 
0 otherwise, 
and 
P( Y31=l)=pd2d~1=,a. 
Then 
sd= c y, and [ES‘,= 
0 
’ 2n-dpdZdm’, 
d 
assd 
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Since 
Pz= c cov( Y,, Y,) 
GlJESd 
and 
1 
A if cc=jJ 
cov( Y,, Y/J)= B, if cznp=~, YES,, t=1,2 ,..., d-l, 
0 if lan/?I=l or crnp=@, 
where 
A=mn-m;, B,=pd2d-‘2f-‘-4, 
Pz= 
0 
; 2n-d(pd2d-1_pd2d) 
+( ;)2.-d g (:‘) (;I;) 2d-’ (pd2d-12’-‘_pd2d). 
Moreover, 
d-l 
1+nd-‘pd2”-‘(l_p)+ c nd-zpd2d-‘-t2’-’ . 
r=2 ) 
We split our proof into three cases: 
(1) p-C, o<c< 1, 
(2) p-1, 
(3) p-0. 
In each case we make use of the expression: 
pk= c ~~(~~,-m,)~~~(~~,-m,)~=~~*~[E~(Y~,-m,)~~~(Y~,-m,)~ 
(b;%) 
I d 
=~(*)a(al, . . ..ak). 
where the sum I(*) is taken over all sequences (aI, . . . . c(k) of not necessarily distinct 
d-cubes from the family Sd and which satisfy 
Vh=l ,..,,k: e(UhnfilUj)>O. 
j#h 
(*I 
Note that if e[(a1u”‘ual)n(al+,u”‘U~k)]=O, then 
lE( Y,;.. Y,,)=E( Yol;** Y,,)UY,,+,*.. YU,). 
Also we say that (ccl, . . . . c(~) satisfies (**) or [(***)I according as 
Vh=l ,..., k 3 (unique)j#h s.t. e(E,naj)31 or =l. 
Case 1: p-w, O<c<l 
In this case 
Clz--n 
2d-12nCd2d-1(1_C) 
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and 
/&=I I(*) 4x1, . . ..Q) 
m llJ,l,l=,l 
=c (***)a(al, . ..) x,)+ cc*) a(a,, . ..) c&)=Ak+Bk 
-(***) 
If k is odd then Ak=O and B,=O(n kd-(k+1)/22(n/2)(k-1))=O(~U1/2). 
If k is even then 
___ nkd-W)2W)k[p d2d-11(1-p)1*!2’(k,2~,!2k,211qL 
The condition (1) is fulfilled. 
Case 2: p-t1 
In this case p2 - y1 2d-12n(l-p). If we consider a(al,...,ak) as a polynomial of 
4 = 1 -p, then the free term is equal to 0 and the coefficient at q is (- l)k e(ui n I.. ACQ). 
Let H(cc, , . . . . ak) be the hypergraph whose vertices are edges of u:= 1 Sli and the 
hyperedges are edge sets of czi, . . . , &.. Let r be the number of connected components of 
H(a1, ‘..> zk). If k is odd and n2”q-+cc then 
( 
(k-i)/2 
A=0 c 
nk(d&l)+r2nr I 
4 =O(n 
k(d-l)n(k-1)/22(k-1)/2 (k-1)/2 
GJ ) 
r=1 
If k is even and n2”q-tm then 
__ nk(d- +,W22W2qW2= k! 
(k/2)! 2’42 &‘“’ 
If n2”q-t~ then p4-(3+c0)pi and lEs”~+3+cl. This excludes S”,+N(O,l) by the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2 (Rucinski [2]). Let X, converge in distribution to X and let E(lX,j’) be 
bounded for some integers r>O. Then lE((X,l’)-+E((Xl’), as n+o3, fir each 
l=l,2 ,..., r-l. 
If n2”q-+O then it can be shown that Va>O: P(/fdl>&)+O as rt+co which 
contradicts s”d++ N(0, 1). It can be shown making use of the inequalities: 
where 2, has the binomial distribution with parameters n2” and q. (Z, is the number 
of edges in g when the edge-probability is equal to 9). 
Case 3: p+O. 
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When 
nd-lpd2dm’-1+o, 
as it was shown by Weber in [S], Sd is Poisson convergent and gdA N(0, 1). When 
rid-l d2d-‘-l,C0 
P 
p2_n2d-1q,d2d~1 
and we can repeat the reasoning used in the case when p-c. 
We will prove (1) by induction on k = 1,2, . . . Let k 3 3 and 
/&=c(**)u(cQ, . . . . cQ)+C’*‘n(cc,, . ..) cQ)=Ak+&. 
-(**I 
If k is odd then Ak = 0 and it is easy to calculate that pS = o( p:“). For every ( cxlr . . . , xk) 
satisfying (*) but not (**) the hypergraph H( sir , . . . , ak) contains an hyperedge, say the 
edge set of ?!h, whose removal does not leave any isolated hyperedge. Then 
(x1 ,..., q_i,~~+i ,..., c+) does satisfy (*). 
Let e(clhnU:=,uj)=l?‘-‘, t=1,2 ,..., d. Then 
j+h 
B,_O i nd-lpd2d-1-t2’-’ 
( t=1 
pa(al,...;&‘)). 
By the inductive assumption 
B,=O i p 
( 
rid-r d2 d-1-W1pC2k-1)/2 =o(pkz’2)~ 
t=1 1 
Thus, & = o(py2) if k is odd. 
If k is even, then we partition A, as Ck + & (i.e. A, = Ck + Dk) where the sum Ck is 
taken over all those (al, . . . . &) whose overlaps are edges or d-cubes. By easy calcu- 
lations we get 
k! 
“-(k/2)! 2k’2 
~“2” and D,=o(~$‘~). 
Hence (1) is proved and this complets the proof. 0 
Let s,(f) = Sd and pV = p. 
Theorem 2.3. 
Sd-%N(O, 1) fund only ifnd2”pzd-+a2 and n2”(1 -P)‘-+m. 
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Proof. Let 
1 if c( is a d-cube in f, 
0 otherwise. 
and 
P( Y,= l)=pZd=W&. 
Then 
&= 1 Y, and ES,,= i 2”-dp2”. 
CtESd 0 
Since 
VarS,=p2= C cov( Y,, Y,) 
Gl3ESd 
and 
where 
cov( Y,, Y/j)= B, 
I 
A if a=/?, 
if ctn@=y, YES,, t=O, l,..., d-l, 
0 if txn/I=O, 
A=m,-_m,z, Bt,p2d+‘-2’-& 
then 
P2= 
0 
; 2”-d(m,--m,2)+ (3 2n-9; (3 (ndl:‘)2”-‘(p2d+l-z’-m:). 
Moreover 
d-l 
p2-nd2np2d 1 +ndp2d-1(1-p)+ C nd-‘pZdm2’ . 
i=l 
Now we can apply the method used in the proof of the Theorem 2.1 but with new 
conditions (*), (**) and (***) given by the following. 
t’h=l ,...,k: 
j=h 
Vh=l,...,k 3(unique)j#h s.t. IUhnUjIZl, 
Vh=l , . . . . k 3(unique)j#h s.t. l@hngj(=l. 0 
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